Executive Summary
At the start of 2020, the travel and tourism industry was projected to continue being a vital component of the U.S.
economy. In 2019, $2.6 trillion was created in economic output, supporting 15.8 million American jobs in multiple
industries, and 1.9 billion person-trips. However, as the COVID-19 pandemic progressed, travel was one of the areas
most heavily affected.
Travel behavior was already continuously evolving, with technology impacting planning and booking, as well
as travelers’ experiences during and after trips. Post COVID-19, consumer attitudes towards travel are riddled
with uncertainty and influenced by significant shifts in social and societal norms. In this report, we explore those
attitudes, behaviors and influences, as well as opportunities for destinations to rebuild a connection with travelers.
Additionally, we cover technology, trends, best practices, opportunities and more impacting how consumers plan
and book travel. Based on these findings, this report includes predictions for emerging opportunities, and what is
next for the industry, with implications for staying ahead of the continually changing dynamics of the business.
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Though the following report is updated annually, we felt it was vital to include an additional update in the
wake of the recent COVID-19 crisis as it is affecting the travel and tourism industry globally.

COVID-19’s Impact in 2020 and Beyond
INTRODUCTION
In a matter of months, the global spread of COVID-19, or coronavirus, has impacted or effectively transformed
nearly every sector and business. The travel, tourism and entertainment industries were amongst those hit most
severely. Before COVID-19 disruptions, Mintel anticipated spending on the leisure category to grow at about 4%
year over year from 2019. Given the change in circumstances, the category outlook for 2020 projects a steep
decline from $650 billion in 2019 to $503 billion in 2020.
While the pandemic continues to unfold, destinations must stay up to the minute on the latest developments
as some areas revert into lockdown while others move forward with a phased reopening. This report covers
these developments and opportunities to combat losses and maintain open lines of communications with your
community and future travelers.

SITUATIONAL OVERVIEW

Over 90%

of the country experienced
some sort of shelter-in-place
mandate in 2020

97%

of adults reported making
changes to their behavior
due to the pandemic

9 out of 10 consumers

say vacation planning is not a higher spending
priority due to COVID-19

57%

of travelers said if they were to travel in 2020,
it would be domestically in the U.S. and Canada

LEISURE INDUSTRY PROJECTED
TO DECLINE FROM

$650 MILLION
in 2019

and to

$503 BILLION in 2020
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63%

of travelers expressed a
willingness to drive up to
300 miles for a vacation
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Top 3 activities consumers are most excited to get back to:
Spending time in-person with friends or family

46

Going to a restaurant
Going on a vacation

40
32

OPPORTUNITIES
Short Term: Bringing Out-of-Home Experiences to Travelers
Since mid-March 2020, most of the U.S. population has experienced shelter-in-place mandates. After months
at home, Americans are shifting mental energy towards what comes next, yet many are not ready to venture far.
While we have seen individuals resume out-of-home activities like dining out, a large portion of consumers remain
wary of travel, public places and social gatherings.
For the travel and entertainment industries, the key to regaining the attention and trust of guests will be to
engage both types of consumers. That means upholding the highest standards of health and safety practices,
and communicating details of those practices to assuage guest and traveler concerns. At the same time, travel
brands must seek opportunities to cleverly bring experiences once reserved for on-site guests to homes across
the country. From virtual museum visits to streaming events or concerts live on social media, destinations can
provide in-home alternatives for those still social distancing with a bit of brainstorming.

Phased Reopening: Focus on Locals
As the industry works to rebuild consumer trust in travel and out-of-home experiences, destinations have an
opportunity to reconnect with one of your most valuable audiences—your locals.
From residents to local business owners, those who live, work and play in your city, county or state are going
through the same situation your organization is, facing the same hardships and looking for the same answers.
You can be the voice that helps guide them during this time.
Keeping your local community engaged during the COVID-19 pandemic creates a sense of pride and solidarity
between those who call your destination home. Whether it is by prompting residents to #ShopLocal by ordering
online from small businesses, grabbing takeout from their favorite restaurant, or simply going for a scenic drive
to take in the sights without leaving the car, little acts of togetherness can go a long way.
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Travel Through the End of 2020: Answer Your Audience
Towards the end of 2020 and the start of 2021, our experts predict spending to remain lower than average
in discretionary categories, such as travel and entertainment. Because of this, destinations, travel brands and
attractions will have to compete for a much smaller pool of consumers who feel confident enough to travel,
visit theme parks, etc.
To stand out and above the competition, brands must listen attentively, then answer any questions and concerns
travelers and guests may have with direct transparency. Does your destination enforce mask-wearing in public
spaces? What sanitation practices do you employ to maintain the safety of your guests? What are the social
distancing guidelines in your destination? These are just a few of the questions consumers may weigh when
making future travel plans, and brands with answers at the ready will triumph. Ensure you have clear and specific
guidelines on your website, partner pages and social media, and up-to-date information on your Google My
Business citations.

WHAT’S NEXT

Long-Term Post-COVID-19: Extend the “New Normal” to Travel Experiences
The COVID-19 pandemic will have long-lasting effects on both the travel industry and our society as a
whole. Consumer behavior will not simply “bounce back” in the foreseeable future, and brands must
acknowledge and adapt to “the new normal.”
Along with traditional considerations (cost, time, anticipated level of fun, etc.), consumers will continue to
take health and cleanliness into account. Does your destination have a long-term plan in place to assuage
consumer concerns? If the steps you took to stay afloat during the pandemic are not sustainable, it’s time
to reassess and rebuild.
Further, brands and destinations must recognize the additional shifts in behavior brought on by this
extended period of time at home or practicing social distancing. Activities like baking, cooking, crafts,
hiking and biking have become entrenched in the lives of citizens globally. As the world reopens, travelers
will seek out chances to experience these newfound joys beyond the walls of their homes. From cooking
classes at local restaurants to biking tours of your destination, consider ways to incorporate and elevate
the activities your guests enjoyed during quarantine.
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Travel Content Reimagined
Introduction
An active and engaging social media presence is a requisite of any destination marketing strategy, as is producing
and sharing fresh content. What was once an emerging trend is now fully entrenched in our day-to-day efforts.
However, marketers and destination operators must not lose sight of what comes next. Travel content once reserved
for television specials and expensive on-location shoots is now accessible at the palm of our hands. These are the
platforms making the biggest waves for destinations.

SITUATIONAL OVERVIEW
ACTIVE USERS ON SOCIAL MEDIA
(in millions):

2,603
2,000
1,082
800

Average TikTok user spends
52 minutes per day on the app
and opens it 8 times a day
TikTok is the number 1
most downloaded app of 2020

Podcast listeners are more likely to:
STORIES CREATION AND CONSUMPTION UP

842%
since 2016

Follow brands on social media
Subscribe to online streaming services
(Netflix, Prime Video, etc.)
Own a smart speaker
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OPPORTUNITIES
Video Podcasts for At-Home Viewers
Social media has changed the way people plan, experience and share travel. To compete in a changing travel
landscape, destinations must understand these behaviors and leverage that knowledge to your advantage. In fact,
travelers organically posting pictures of their trip may be the most compelling way to promote your destination,
hotel or business. People trust people over brands, making user-generated content an arguably more authentic
and trustworthy message than brand-led marketing.
An example of putting this strategy into action, Wanaka, New Zealand, invited influencers with significant online
followings to their destination, encouraging them to post about their experiences while visiting the small mountain
town. This resulted in the biggest spike in tourism growth across the entire country with a 14% increase.
In late July 2020, Spotify announced the launch of video podcasts on their platform. While the concept of a video
counterpart to podcast episodes is not new, Spotify’s adoption of the format works to counteract a recent drop
in the popularity of audio-only podcasts. These commuter-favorites took a hit in past months as a large portion of
the world shifted to working from home. Adding a video element transforms the entertainment medium. It offers
a new method of consumption that many consumers would not have been able or wanted to take advantage of
when commuting.
For travel brands and destinations, podcasts offer both a platform to produce content and advertising opportunities.
If you are currently recording and publishing episodes highlighting your destination’s history, attractions, businesses
or local flare, video allows you to do more than just describe your offerings. If podcast advertising is part of your
marketing budget, it’s a chance to work with creators to show your destination’s best features.
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TikTok Videos and Advertising
In early 2020, TikTok emerged as a frontrunner in the social media space, becoming a fast favorite for younger
Millennials and Gen Zers. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the platform’s popularity skyrocketed with over 2 billion
downloads worldwide and widespread adoption across nearly every demographic. March saw downloads peak
in the U.S., which have been chalked up to users searching for ways to pass time in quarantine. Even as social and
travel restrictions begin to lift, TikTok continues to dominate and scrolling through its short, lighthearted content—
sometimes for hours—is now entrenched as a daily practice.
TikTok for Business allows brands to advertise on the platform, including in-feed videos, hashtag challenges and
branded effects. However, having organic content land on the app’s “For You Page” can also lead to viral views
and extensive exposure.
While “wanderlust”-inducing TikToks of remote locations and international travel will always earn respectable
recognition, sharing local finds is a fast-growing trend on the app. Content creators seek out and share their
favorite hidden gems in their city, often highlighting social distancing or safety measures that establishments
are taking. As a destination or attraction, partnering with these local creators can not only show other locals
safe activities close to home, but also put your name on the map for future travel considerations.

WHAT’S NEXT: THE REIGN OF STORIES
More users across Instagram, Facebook and, recently, Pinterest
are spending time browsing Stories than scrolling their main
feed. This “ephemeral” style of content made its debut on
Instagram in 2016, previously popularized by the likes of
Snapchat. Facebook has since reported Stories to be on
track to overtake the main feed posts as the primary way
users share content on social platforms.
As of mid-2020, Instagram has started testing interfaces
that prioritize Stories content, including double the rows of
Story bubbles and more straightforward navigation between
Stories. If these actions are any indication, it’s that the platform
is actively searching for ways to prioritize Stories content for
its users. This inevitable shift away from permanent feed
posts is something brands and travel destinations should
begin preparing for starting today. While producing
engaging, short-form content in Stories format may
already be an active to-do for your social media team,
consider ramping up efforts in this arena.
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Purpose-Driven Travel
INTRODUCTION
In the age of information at your fingertips, personal values and family history are becoming a larger
consideration as travelers make plans. From extending eco-consciousness into travel decisions to walking
the same grounds their ancestors did, travelers have put factors on the table that may trump traditional
decision-makers such as value and personal recommendations.

SITUATIONAL OVERVIEW

87%

of travelers want to
travel sustainably

70%

of travelers say they would
be more likely to book
accommodations with a
focus on the environment

Over half of travelers said
they would alter their
behavior and activities to
prioritize sustainability

As of 2019, over

26 million

people have taken an at-home DNA test
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78%
75%

of trips were taken
by solo travelers
or in pairs

of business travelers
take “bleisure” trips

1 in 3 business travelers
adds a leisure activity to at
least one of their work trips

50%

Nearly
of business travelers
extend their trips to visit
other countries or cities
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OPPORTUNITIES
Sustainable Travel
Sustainability is a topic of consideration in consumer decisions ranging from their pantry staples and clothing to
modes of travel and destinations. “Flight shame” deriving from air travel’s significant impact on the environment
has been a prominent societal sentiment across Europe. Today, we are seeing consumers around the world begin
to search for more eco-conscious travel alternatives.
Where consumers were primarily choosing between airlines based on price and flight times, carbon neutrality and
sustainable travel have become compelling factors in the decision-making process. Setting the pace in the U.S.
race to sustainable tourism, JetBlue announced plans to become carbon-neutral on all domestic flights in 2020.
The airline will also begin using sustainable fuel on some trips, taking the title as the first U.S. airline to do so.
However, increased attention to sustainability does not stop at the airport gate. Seventy percent of travelers say
they would be more likely to book accommodations with a focus on the environment, even if they were not originally
searching for sustainable stays. Once at their final destination, over half said they would alter their behavior and
activities to prioritize sustainability. For destinations and attractions, these figures translate to a real need to invest
in sustainability, whether it is eliminating single-use plastic products or implementing carbon-offsetting practices.

Today, we are seeing consumers around the world begin
to search for more eco-conscious travel alternatives.
Ancestral Tourism
As of 2019, over 26 million people have taken an at-home DNA test. The popularity of services such as 23andMe and
Ancestry has boomed in recent years, allowing consumers to dive deeper into their family histories and sparking a
new trend in travel—ancestral tourism.
Prompted by a desire to retrace the steps of their ancestors, travelers are booking trips based on their genealogical
backgrounds. Airbnb reports a 500 percent increase in travelers using their accommodations on one such trip since
2014. Further, 78 percent of those trips were taken by solo travelers or in pairs, meaning travelers are using these
getaways as an “introspective journey” or opportunity to get closer with a significant other.
Destinations including Ireland and Scotland have seen a particular spike in ancestry-fueled tourism, with specialized
travel companies dedicated to helping travelers explore their roots. However, with international travel from the U.S.
and Canada affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, travelers may be looking at their more immediate past to inspire
their next trip. With travel by car cited as one of the ways Americans will feel most comfortable traveling in the
near future, domestic destinations may also experience a boost in ancestral tourism as travelers explore where
their grandparents grew up or the history of their home state.
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Extended “Work-cations”
Business leisure, or bleisure, travel is on the rise. Globally, one in three business travelers adds a leisure activity
to at least one of their work trips. As a generation perpetually bit by the travel bug, Millennials and other young
professionals have particularly adopted the practice of extending work trips to include leisure activities. Whether
that means attending meetings and conferences during the day and exploring dining and nightlife after hours or
adding extra days to their stay, these “work-cations” offer a lower-cost way for travelers to explore new destinations.
For destinations, bleisure travel offers a captive market to tap into. These travelers already have a set destination,
meaning there will not be other cities competing for their decision. To encourage them to extend their visit or
explore beyond offices and meeting spaces, ensure cross-promotion of leisure activities in business settings such
as convention centers and co-work spaces. As business travel slowly resumes following the COVID-19 pandemic,
be sure to inform travelers of safety and social distancing practices in place.

WHAT’S NEXT: TRAVEL TO “SECOND CITIES”
In major travel hubs, like New York City and Venice, over-tourism has caused significant issues. From Airbnb
driving rent up to unaffordable heights, to tourists outnumbering residents as much as 140 to 1, many of
these “bucket list destinations” have resorted to charging steep tourist fees and visitor taxes.
Even before the coronavirus pandemic forced travelers to reconsider visiting mega tourism destinations
and crowded attractions, today’s globetrotters have worked to counter over-tourism on their own by
popularizing travel to “second cities.” According to Mintel, these destinations offer similar culture and
attractions to major names but are more affordable and less congested. In fact, there are no major U.S.
cities on Airbnb’s top 20 travel list.
Worth noting, eliminating COVID restrictions as a factor, travel to major cities is by no means on the decline.
However, these bookings may become more stagnant in the coming months and years. Simultaneously,
as smaller destinations grow in popularity, it is vital for their infrastructure and offerings to keep up with
demand to avoid the same pitfalls as their major counterparts.
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Big Data in Tourism Marketing
INTRODUCTION
Data breaches at social media companies and questionable privacy practices at several leading internet
companies have shaken the marketing industry and left a bad taste in many consumers’ mouths about how
their personal data is used. Today’s consumers also understand there is a tradeoff to accessing—generally
free—online content, as well as how their online (and offline) behaviors, are being used by marketers.
When asked, most travelers agree they would rather receive relevant, personalized marketing content versus
mass messaging. For destinations and businesses in tourism and entertainment, this presents a unique
opportunity as the travel industry has access to an extensive amount of quality user data. When employed
ethically as a tool for marketers and operators, this data can help improve travel experiences for all.

SITUATIONAL OVERVIEW

86%

65%

of travel executives feel that they
have not yet delivered on the
promise of true personalization

SCHIPHOL AIRPORT, AMSTERDAM
Voted best airport in Europe following
campaign to map and enhance traveler
experience based on collected data.

of marketers have seen
a lift in results from
personalization campaigns

15%
65%

REAL-WORLD RESULTS

of CMOs believe their company
is on the right track with
personalization

36% OF CONSUMERS
would pay more for more tailored
information and experiences

of travel businesses now
have a dedicated data
analysis team
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GRAND PARK CITY HALL IN SINGAPORE
Created app to collect guest
feedback and preferences with
5,000 app downloads shortly
after launch.

MARRIOTT HOTELS
Use social media sentiment
analysis tracking to identify
their guests’ social media
posts for customer service
opportunities.
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OPPORTUNITIES
Personalized Offers
From inspiring a traveler’s initial choice to delivering a great on-property experience, personalization has a place
in every stage of the customer journey. Further, customized messaging is becoming the expectation, not the
exception, particularly from the younger generation. This facet of the traveler demographic demands brands
know what they want and makes decisions based on whether they feel their needs are understood. Gaining and
conveying that understanding follows a two-step process—collecting the right data and using it to create niche,
hyper-focused content.
To a certain degree, guests are willing to provide personal data to receive a better experience, but how the data
is collected needs to feel open and optional. Use collected data to identify behaviors, buying patterns and travel
journeys—the more specific, the better. From there, think about the sub-targets within your audiences and adjust
your content calendar to appeal to these groups.
For Mango’s Tropical Cafe in Orlando, our agency exclusively targets out-of-state visitors who have already
booked a flight or hotel. From that point (until they arrive), travelers receive cross-device digital messaging
relevant to their specific interests—dinner and show for families, nightlife for couples, happy hour for business
travelers, etc. Once in the area, those travelers receive mobile device reminders throughout their stay. Showcasing
the power of personalization, return on advertising spend has consistently been approximately 14:1.

Customized messaging is becoming the expectation,
not the exception.
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Dynamic Pricing
A trend driven by the retail industry, dynamic pricing
not only addresses what consumers want but also
what they can afford. This is accomplished by tracking
consumer behavior and purchases, then offering
products and pricing based on algorithms predicting
conversion and personality profile building.
As dynamic pricing becomes more prevalent in the
travel marketing industry, one could question the
ethics of this type of revenue management. The key
is to ascertain the goods and services travelers really
want. A business traveler may never want a middle
seat, but may also not need to check luggage—these
factors will affect advertising promotional messaging.
Similarly, a hotel or resort may promote the offers
and pricing that most closely match the individual
traveler’s needs and resources.

Viewability Tools to Track and Optimize Results
Viewability is a measure of whether or not a digital ad
had a chance to be seen by a user on their screen—
it provides marketers metrics on the number of
times their ads actually appear in front of users. If
an advertisement isn’t seen, it can’t have an impact,
change perception, or build brand trust. As such,
measuring viewability helps marketers understand
campaign effectiveness and allows advertising
spending to be allocated to the most valuable media.

WHAT’S NEXT: DATA SCIENCE
AND AI IN THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY
Many marketing departments don’t have
the luxury of time or dedicated data
analysts, making translating data into
usable, actionable strategies and tactics a
common obstacle. Advancements in AI and
machine learning may be the missing piece
for marketers. Combining AI software with
hyper-targeted advertising messaging that
links to dynamically customized website
content can create specific itineraries for
travelers based on recorded preferences and
recommend relevant experiences. For hotels
and resorts, this link could extend to sales and
revenue management functions to maximize
profitability and inventory controls that, in
turn, drive marketing efforts to visitor type by
need, seasonality etc.
These automated tools are able to take
over many of the tasks teams may not have
the skills or time for. As they improve and
become more easily accessible across both
price and ease of use, travel professionals
will increasingly be able to automate the
optimization of their efforts.

Active View, integrated into all of Google’s advertising
products, measures viewable display and video
impressions across the web and in apps in real-time,
on an impression-by-impression basis, whether or not
the ad was viewable. This adds another layer of insight
to increase the quality of the data used for tracking
results, optimizing and gaining insights to guide
tactics moving forward.
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Airbnb vs. Traditional Accommodations
INTRODUCTION
In 2019, Airbnb generated $1.2 million in short-term rental income in Florida alone, accommodating 6.6 million
people. Since its launch in 2008, it has shaken up the hotel industry like no other player before it, providing
alternative accommodations to travelers and popularizing the concept of “living like a local” while traveling.
However, did the COVID-19 pandemic and its aftermath slow down the brand’s growth and give traditional
accommodations the upper hand?

SITUATIONAL OVERVIEW

2%

Airbnb Hosts have dropped
their daily rates as much as

RevPAR fell by
in 10 major American cities
since Airbnb launched

A 1% INCREASE
in Airbnb’s supply lowers
hotel revenues between

0.02–0.04%

$90

on average

Brand trust, including confidence
in safety and cleanliness, ranked
number 1 in decision-making factors
for travelers looking for a hotel

In July 2020,

6 OUT OF 10 HOTEL ROOMS

WILLING TO PAY MORE FOR PHYSICAL DISTANCE

were empty across the U.S.

Hotels have lost more than

$40 BILLION
in room revenue
since February 2020

37%

43%

60%

55%

All consumers

Families with
childlren

Younger, consumers
(18–40 years)

of Airbnb hosts believe
guests will return this fall

70% OF GUESTS

37%

of consumers want to avoid spending
the night in a short-term rental property
vs. 16% at a brand-name hotel

are fearful of staying at an Airbnb
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OPPORTUNITIES
Advantages of Traditional Lodging
Flexible refund policies
Most hotels allow travelers to cancel bookings up to 24 hours before check-in and receive all or
most of their money back. Airbnb’s cancellation terms vary depending on the rental’s host and
can impose strict fees for travelers. With uncertainty still looming, many travelers want to know
they can receive a refund should they feel uncomfortable traveling.
Increased hygiene
Major hoteliers like Hilton and Marriott have worked with the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention to develop hospital-like cleaning procedures for their properties. As these practices
become the standard across major chains, guests may be more willing to stay with a name
committed to cleanliness. While Airbnb and other rental companies have also invested in
increased hygiene, travelers may be wary of hosts not complying with CDC-level procedures.

Advantages of Airbnb Rentals
Ability to social distance
For many travelers, the ability to avoid crowded public spaces will be a crucial decision factor in
travel plans. Hotel lobbies, hallways and elevators are not always conducive to social distancing,
even as properties enact policies to cap the number of people allowed in these spaces at
the same time. Many Airbnb rentals offer guests private spaces or entire homes, often with
contactless check-in, allowing them to remain a safe distance away.
Lower cost
Even entire homes on Airbnb and other vacation rental sites boast lower prices than three- or
four-star hotel rooms and suites. Pre-pandemic, hotel guests could justify higher costs with the
access to amenities gained by staying at a hotel, including pools, gyms and lobby bars. Airbnbs
may win with many travelers still looking to avoid these shared spaces while saving money.
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WHAT’S NEXT: NEW PLAYERS AND LONG-TERM RENTALS
Aside from major changes in social behavior, another significant shift to come out of the coronavirus
pandemic is the widespread adoption of remote work. At the start of the pandemic, countless
businesses closed their offices and allowed employees to continue working from home. Even as social
distancing guidelines ease and some areas reopen, many have chosen to make the change to remote
work more permanent. With no work-imposed boundaries keeping individuals tethered to a specific
location, we are poised to see more consumers adopt a “digital nomad” lifestyle.
For destinations, this may mean travelers will make new cities their home base. This opens up opportunities
for long-term vacation rentals, like those offered by San Francisco’s Anyplace, as well as the chance to
encourage these travelers to create extended itineraries that include even more of your offerings.
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Sentiment Analysis
INTRODUCTION
Technology has changed the dynamics of all facets of marketing and advertising, particularly as it pertains to
consumer insights. Research has traditionally provided an understanding of past behavior and insights, whereas
sentiment analysis truly gives us a live lens following consumers’ conversations, opinions and attitudes.
Sentiment analysis tools provide travel marketers with reliable, real-time feedback on their brand, competitors
and the industry. Beyond insights to guide future strategy and messaging, these tools also inform public relations
teams of potentially negative situations faster and help tailor the appropriate response and follow up.
In light of the pandemic, sentiment analysis tracking is an essential tool for travel and tourism marketers to have under
their belt to understand better what travelers are saying about their destination and how they feel about traveling.

SITUATIONAL OVERVIEW
Sentiment analysis can be used to strengthen:

86%

Content strategy
Customer experience

of customers who
mention a brand on
social expect a
response within a day

Crisis management
Brand management
Market analysis

Sentiment analysis typically offers

80+%

Top social listening tools:

accuracy
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OPPORTUNITIES
Sentiment Analysis Tracking
Sentiment analysis tools employ filters and algorithms to categorize posts as either positive, neutral or negative.
These tools allow operators to track mentions of your brand, the industry, competitors, any influencers you are
working with, and any branded or campaign hashtags. Used to alert internal or external public relations teams
on potential issues, negative reviews or unhappy customers, sentiment analysis software can strengthen your
reputation management strategy by keeping an ear to the ground. Additionally, while it may be tempting to only
respond to negative comments, it is vital for destination marketers to engage with positive reviews and satisfied
guests as a means to build long-lasting relationships.
Within our agency, our community managers use sentiment analysis to respond to social media feedback
in real-time. Recently, an in-restaurant incident sparked an abnormally active conversation about one of our
clients’ brands on social media. This spike triggered an alert in our sentiment analysis software. Our team was
able to respond while the customer was still at one of our client’s establishments and the situation was resolved
with local management.

Sentiment analysis software can strengthen your
reputation management strategy by keeping an ear to the ground.

Identify Traveler Preferences
Over half of the predictive search queries that show up when doing a “is it safe to…” Google search is travel related.
While lockdowns, travel bans, and fear of disease may be holding people from booking the first flight across the
country, they are testing out the waters to see how soon they can plan their next vacation.
Many prospective travelers are searching about travel restrictions to destinations, mask requirements at resorts,
safety measures on planes and hotels, and socially-distant attractions they can enjoy while on vacation. Our
experts advise destinations to listen to what their customers are searching for. What are people saying about the
destination? Do they feel it’s safe? Are they happy with the decision a particular travel brand had to make during
the peak of COVID-19? Use the information found about their sentiments and shift products and services to meet
those needs and craft messages that appeal to the “new normal” preferences.
Showcase that traveler’s health and safety is the brand’s number one priority, and communicate that while things
may look different that they will have a memory-making, soul-enriching experience.
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WHAT’S NEXT: PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON TEXT MINING
The advancement of technology has allowed marketers to identify what users interact with on a webpage
and use that information to create messaging that appeals to their interests. Many sentiment tracking
platforms allow text mining, meaning that every gesture a user performs on the touch screen or desktop
while browsing through a site is recorded. Through text mining techniques, it is possible to construct an
interest profile of a user according to the review content they have read on an online booking site and
translate that into content that reiterates that interest.
For example, if the software detects that a user spent a substantially longer time reading reviews that
raved about a resort’s family-friendly atmosphere, and even interacted with a review that mentioned kids
get a free scoop of ice cream after dinner, travel brands could use that information to target the user with
ads showcasing kid-friendly activities or destinations.
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Evok Advertising is America’s
premier boutique advertising
agency specializing in travel and
tourism marketing, headquartered in
Orlando with offices in Tallahassee,
Memphis and Los Angeles.
For more information on our
agency, our services or to participate
in our next published State of the
Industry Report, contact us at
407-302-4416 or through our website
at EvokTourismMarketing.com

Secondary data sourced with admiration and appreciation from: Social Media Today, TechCrunch, Mintel, Statista, MIT Technology Review, Airbnb,
The New York Times, Nuvi, BBC. PwC

